Abstract-Deep brain stimulation (DBS) of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) has been shown to reduce some of the symptoms of advanced, levodopa-responsive Parkinson's disease that are not adequately controlled with medication. However, the precise mechanism of the therapeutic action of DBS is still unclear. Stimulation-induced side effects are not uncommon and require electrical "dose" adjustments. Quantitative methods are needed to fully characterize the electric field in the deep brain region that surrounds the electrodes in order to help with adjustments and maximize the efficacy of the device.
I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past decade increasing attention has been given to deep brain stimulation (DBS) because of its ability to recalibrate the activity of dysfunctional brain circuits through the electrical stimulation of selected targets inside the brain [1] . DBS of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) was shown to improve some of the symptoms of patients affected by M. I. Iacono advanced Parkinson's disease with inadequate response to drug therapy. The precise mechanism of the therapeutic action of DBS is currently unclear, limiting the possibility to improve treatment efficacy and to simplify the post-operative management of the device. Great effort has been dedicated to investigating the variables influencing the outcome of the stimulation, including contact configurations, frequency, current steering, pulse width and voltage, and the electrode geometry [2] . Moreover, the stimulation also depends on the differing bioimpedance of the brain tissues surrounding the implant [3] .
In this paper we present a computational head model to calculate the electric field distribution generated by DBS in the region surrounding the electrode. The spatial resolution used for the presented model (isotropic 0.5mm) and the high quality and contrast of the original image data allowed for a detailed anatomical characterization of the basal ganglia and the thalamic nuclei, which make it particularly suitable for applications involving DBS. Numerical simulations were performed to investigate the changes in the electric field generated by DBS with different configurations of bipolar stimulation.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Anatomical Model
Images of the head and neck at the level of the fifth cervical vertebra (C5) of one healthy 29-year old female volunteer were acquired on a PHILIPS Achieva 3 Tesla magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner (Philips Healthcare, Best, The Netherlands) using an eight-channel receive head coil array. To obtain anatomical images with suitable contrast at a high resolution the following sequences were performed: i) 0.5mm isotropic resolution whole head T1-weighted three-dimensional (3D) magnetization prepared gradient echo and T2-weighted 3D turbo spin echo, ii) 0.5mm isotropic resolution T2-weighted turbo spin echo imaging slab to image the eyes and the ear regions with improved nerve contrast and iii) 3D time of flight (0.39 × 0.39 × 0.5mm 3 resolution) and 3D phase contrast angiography (0.72 × 0.72 × 0.8mm 3 resolution) optimized to distinguish arteries and veins respectively. Each dataset was resampled to a 0.5mm isotropic resolution and aligned to the reference T1-weighted MRI dataset using an affine registration based on normalized mutual information [4] . The segmentation process was performed using the iSeg software [5] with all the available datasets. For each structure, the general segmentation procedure was performed using multiple slices at a time with the first and last slices undergoing segmentation followed by interpolation of the
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Maria I. Iacono, Esra Neufeld, Giorgio Bonmassar, Esther Akinnagbe, Andras Jakab, Ethan Cohen, Niels Kuster, Wolfgang Kainz, Leonardo M. Angelone slices in between and subsequent correction. Segmentation into 142 structures of the head and neck was complemented by extensive manual adjustment and smoothing and verified by an expert anatomist. Fig. 1 shows the final result of the segmentation (top) on a sagittal, axial and coronal MRI slice. A specific automatic atlas-based segmentation was dedicated to the segmentation of the thalamus and its nuclei. Ground truth data for the anatomy of thalamic nuclei were acquired from the 3D adaptation of a multi-architectonic stereotactic thalamus atlas by Morel [6] . We relied on the extension of the classical two-dimensional atlas with multi-subject data: multiple histological delineations were fused into a statistical shape model based digital atlas [7] . The histological procedure of the original atlas generation and anatomical nomenclature is detailed in [6, 7] . In these shape models, the mean geometry of the thalamic nuclei and their dimensional variability are shown LGNpc; 20
LGNmc and can be utilized to make predictions about an individual (subject-specific) anatomical configuration, which remains feasible when only partial observations are possible [8] . The procedure described in [9] was followed and the borders of the thalamus visible in the MRI were used to estimate a subject specific map of individual thalamus nuclei. For this step, manual segmentation of thalamus borders was performed on the T1-weighted MRI images. The resulting triangulated meshes of nuclei were projected onto the image grid of the original MRI acquisitions and volumetric representations were saved. At the bottom of Fig. 1 , a magnified view of the thalamus is shown with the outlines of segmented nuclei overlaid. A list of the 38 thalamic nuclei included in the segmentation is provided in Table I .
B. Electrical Head Model
The anatomical model was converted into a bioelectric model by assigning electrical properties to each anatomical structure [10] . Commercially available software (SEMCAD low-frequency solver, Schmid & Partner Engineering AG, Zurich, Switzerland) was used for electric field simulations. A non-uniform electrical grid was used to discretize the domain: a 1mm isotropic grid for the head and a 200μm isotropic grid for the tip of the lead The electrical parameters were considered to be: 1) constant in frequency, 2) isotropic, and 3) heterogeneous in space.
C. Model of implant
One unilateral implant was modeled as an insulated lead with an array of four cylindrical electrode contacts at the distal tip [11] . The contacts were modeled as conductive cylindrical rings (1.5mm in height, 1.27mm in external diameter, 0.8mm internal diameter) separated by fully insulated cylinders (1.5mm in height, 1.27mm diameter) (Fig. 2) . The conductive sections of the lead were modeled as a perfect electric conductor (PEC), whereas the electrical conductivity and permittivity of the insulated sections were σ = 0 S/m and ε r =3 respectively [12, 13] . The proximal end of the lead was in the neck of the head model, and the lead was placed along a unique sagittal plane in the subcutaneous structure between the epidermis and the outer table, penetrating coronally through the outer table along the brain up to the segmented STN [14] . A bipolar electrode configuration was implemented and each of the four contacts of the quadripolar DBS model was modeled as a cathode or anode for a total of 6 combinations: 1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, 3-4. A sinusoid with amplitude of 1 V and frequency of 100 Hz was used to drive the stimulation. Fig. 2 shows the head model with the implanted DBS (top) and a magnified view of the thalamus and the electrode inserted in the STN (bottom).
D. Electromagnetic simulations
Under the assumption that the quasi-static regime applies [15] , the electric field generated by DBS was calculated by solving the Laplace equation: (1-2, 1-3, 1-4, 2-3, 2-4, 3-4) .
where V is the potential (V), and σ is the electrical conductivity (S/m). For each bipolar configuration, the peak, the mean and the standard deviation of the intensity of the electric field in the STN (i.e., the intended target of the stimulation), in the thalamus, and in the pallidum were calculated.
III. RESULTS Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 show the magnitude of electric field over the head with the six different bipolar configurations. The outline of the anatomical structures surrounding the electrode is overlaid for visualization purposes. The absolute peak of intensity of the electric field was 854 V/m, 894 V/m, and 875 V/m for the three narrow bipolar configurations (1-2, 2-3, and 3-4, respectively), and 750 V/m, 619 V/m and 672 V/m for the wide configurations (1-3, 2-4, and 1-4, respectively). Table II reports the magnitude of electric field in the STN, thalamus and pallidum. The highest intensity of electric field 
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(854 V/m) in the STN was found for the configuration 1-2. This configuration maximized the field in the target, while minimizing it in the surrounding thalamus. Opposite results were obtained with the configuration 3-4, which generated a maximum electric field in the thalamus. All configurations generated a low intensity electric field in the pallidum.
IV. CONCLUSION
Accurate geometric modeling of the human brain anatomy combined with a correct electric characterization of the tissues bioimpedance allowed us to investigate the interactions between the DBS and the deep brain tissues. Diffusion tensor imaging data are available for this model and will be used in future studies to incorporate the tissues anisotropy [3] . The model did not include neural and fibers activation. However, it did allow calculation of a precise map of the electric field in the region of the electrode, which is closely related to the neural activation. The relation between neural activation and the second spatial derivative of the extracellular potential distribution (∂ 2 V e /∂x 2 ) is described by the Rattay activation function [16] .
Future work may account for differences in tissue bioimpedance among the nuclei or for changes related to population variability (e.g., aging). Furthermore, a detailed uncertainty assessment will be performed, including the effect of spatial resolution and convergence analysis. Peak values of electric field magnitude are particularly sensitive to the applied discretization. The peaks of the electric field for the narrow bipolar configurations (1-2, 2-3, 3-4), where contacts are adjacent, were higher than those observed for the wide bipolar configurations, where the anode and cathode are separated by one or two unused contacts. The narrow bipolar configurations provided the smallest volume of electric fields, but the highest intensity, compared with the wide configurations. Increased distance causes in turn increased resistance and reduces the overlap of high fields in the electrode vicinity, with the result that narrow configurations focused the electric field locally, while wide configurations spread the field out in the surrounding regions. The therapeutic efficacy is primarily related to the location of the stimulation. Reduced efficacy and side-effects may be caused by unintentionally stimulating undesired regions and, as a consequence, precise targeting is critical to achieve the desired efficacy [17] . The considerations regarding the shape, size and intensity generated by different electrode configurations suggested by the proposed model could be exploited for an effective and efficient postoperative DBS programming to steer the current toward the target, maximize the efficacy, and minimize the side effects due to the unintended stimulation.
